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DOI REPORT ON HRA’S SPECIAL ONE-TIME ASSISTANCE PROGRAM REVEALS FLAWS THAT LED TO
HOMELESS CLIENTS BEING PLACED IN UNSAFE HOUSING OUTSIDE OF NEW YORK CITY
Margaret Garnett, Commissioner of the New York City Department of Investigation (“DOI”), released a
report today examining certain aspects of the New York City Human Resources Administration (“HRA”) Special OneTime Assistance (“SOTA”) program, a rental assistance program that is designed to provide permanent, stable
housing to qualified Department of Homeless Services (“DHS”) clients. The Report found several deficiencies in
processes and practice related to the SOTA program’s placements outside of New York City, sometimes leading to
DHS clients’ placement in units without valid occupancy certifications, without heat, and with insect and vermin
infestations. DOI’s investigation also found that Housing Specialists assigned to inspect SOTA properties for
habitability were not properly trained to detect health and safety hazards, and some did not conduct the required
inspection despite documenting that they had. The City’s Department of Social Services (“DSS”), which includes
both HRA and DHS, cooperated in DOI’s investigation and has begun implementing reforms to the SOTA program.
DOI has made additional recommendations in this Report to address the vulnerabilities found in its investigation. A
copy of the Report is attached and can also be found here: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doi/newsroom/publicreports.page
DOI Commissioner Margaret Garnett said, “The SOTA program was designed to help New York families
break the cycle of homelessness and set them on a path to achieve stable, affordable housing. However, DOI’s
investigation has found the promise of the program is not being fulfilled. Instead, because of a lack of proper oversight
and poorly designed paperwork, our investigation showed some SOTA families placed in housing outside of New
York City were living in squalor under the roofs of unscrupulous landlords, who collected tens of thousands of dollars
in rental payments upfront from the City to provide these subpar conditions with little risk of accountability for their
actions. DOI will continue to monitor DSS’ implementation of reforms to this program to ensure City funds are not
wasted and homeless families are given a real chance to succeed.”
In February 2019, DOI began its investigation into the SOTA program after receiving a referral from DSS
about possible wrongdoing by a landlord who owned multiple properties in New Jersey being leased to DHS clients
as part of the program. DOI found:
 Inspectors had determined the temperature inside of one of the apartments registered only 42.6 degrees
Fahrenheit, far below the minimum standard of 68 degrees required by local regulations. An inspection by DOI
and City of Newark officials later found a defective boiler in that same property.
 Another property with insect and vermin infestations housed a family in an illegal attic apartment with no heat. In
a subsequent inspection by DOI and City of Newark officials, a family with young children was observed using a
stove and open oven as heating. A tenant of this property, also a former DHS client, told DOI that the Housing
Specialist assigned to her case did not conduct a walkthrough of the property as he was supposed to, but instead,
remained in his car while the client viewed the apartment alone.
 A third property had no heat and multiple malfunctioning electrical outlets.

more

 Another property in East Orange, New Jersey, leased to DHS clients through the SOTA program, had 52 open
violations in 2018, including a violation for a missing Certificate of Habitability. Despite these violations, a Housing
Specialist documented the property passed each requirement in the SOTA Apartment Walk-Through checklist.
East Orange Property Maintenance officials vacated the tenants because of these issues. The tenants were moved
to another property owned by the same landlord, which also lacked a Certificate of Habitability. Again, the property
was documented by a Housing Specialist to have passed each requirement of the SOTA checklist.
DOI’s broader investigation determined that flaws in the design and implementation of the SOTA program
and the application paperwork associated with the program allowed unscrupulous landlords and brokers to take
advantage of the program, collecting upfront a full-year’s rental payments and a 15% broker’s fee, despite leaving
tenants in dilapidated housing. On average, an annual SOTA lease costs HRA approximately $17,000 and an
additional $2550 with any applicable broker’s fee.
DOI found that defective language in several HRA forms was inapplicable to properties outside of New
York City, and therefore prevented the agency from holding landlords and brokers accountable for placing or allowing
DHS clients to live in unsafe housing. This language, contained in affirmations made by SOTA landlords and brokers,
was specific to New York City and its regulations, however, as these properties existed outside of the jurisdiction of
the City, the affirmations were rendered ineffective, all but eliminating the ability to criminally prosecute intentional
misrepresentations or fraud by landlords or brokers.
DOI also found HRA only required real estate brokers to affirm that rental units were safe and habitable,
but did not require the same of landlords, even though landlords would have the ongoing responsibility of maintaining
properties over the course of the lease.
The investigation further showed that DHS-employed Housing Specialists did not have adequate training
or experience to conduct proper safety checks before families were placed in properties through the program and in
fact, DHS is unable to conduct walkthroughs at all outside of the New York City metropolitan areas (which includes
adjoining counties in New York as well as Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, Passaic and Union Counties in New
Jersey) relying solely on statements made by out-of-state landlords and brokers.
DOI has made several recommendation to DSS, including modifying its SOTA payment arrangements
from one year’s rent upfront to installments throughout the year, requiring landlords to affirm habitability of SOTA
properties and provide copies of valid occupancy certifications and deeds for their jurisdictions, broadening language
in agreements for landlords and brokers to cover jurisdictions outside of New York City, and developing a new
process for SOTA property inspections to be conducted by appropriately trained staff. DSS responses to each of
these recommendations are included in the Report.
This investigation was conducted by Special Investigator Zach Toner, under the supervision of Assistant
Inspector General Kristen Dufour, Deputy Inspector General Audrey Feldman, and First Deputy Inspector General
John Bellanie, under the overall supervision of Inspector General Milton Yu, Deputy Commissioner/Chief of
Investigations Dominick Zarrella, and First Deputy Commissioner Daniel Cort.

DOI is one of the oldest law-enforcement agencies in the country and New York City’s corruption watchdog. Investigations may involve any
agency, officer, elected official or employee of the City, as well as those who do business with or receive benefits from the City. DOI’s
strategy attacks corruption comprehensively through systemic investigations that lead to high-impact arrests, preventive internal controls and
operational reforms that improve the way the City runs.
DOI’s press releases can also be found at twitter.com/NYC_DOI
Bribery and Corruption are a Trap. Don’t Get Caught Up. Report It at 212-3-NYC-DOI.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New York City Human Resources Administration (HRA)1 administers public
assistance programs for eligible New Yorkers in need, including cash assistance for rent and other
housing-related expenses. One such measure is the Special One-Time Assistance (SOTA) program
that HRA implemented on August 31, 2017. SOTA is a rental assistance program designed to help
certain qualified Department of Homeless Services (DHS) clients obtain permanent, stable
housing. Under SOTA, HRA provides participating landlords with one year’s rent upfront in
exchange for the landlord’s acceptance of certain qualified DHS clients as tenants. To qualify for
SOTA, DHS clients must demonstrate to HRA their ability to make continuous rent payments after
their SOTA subsidy ends. SOTA may only be granted once per DHS client household, and SOTA
housing placements can be made anywhere in the United States.
In February 2019, the New York City Department of Investigation (DOI) began an
investigation of Sean Young, a New Jersey-based landlord, and his real estate broker for possibly
defrauding the City of New York by making certain material misrepresentations about the
condition and habitability of their properties to HRA to obtain SOTA rental subsidy payments.2
That investigation began as a result of a referral from HRA. During the course of that investigation
and related inquiries into other landlords, DOI identified multiple flaws and deficiencies in the
SOTA program’s housing placements outside of the five boroughs of New York City.

1

HRA helps over three million New York City residents in need through the administration of more than 12 major
public assistance programs, including cash assistance, food assistance, and Medicaid. HRA has over 12,000 employees
and administers over $10 billion in public assistance funds annually. The administration of both HRA and the City’s
Department of Homeless Services (DHS) has been integrated and streamlined under the Department of Social Services
(DSS) since April 2016.
2
Largely for reasons discussed in this Report, no criminal charges were filed.
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Most significantly, DOI found defective language in several forms designed by HRA for
the SOTA “rental packet” that were inapplicable to properties outside of New York City. For
example, SOTA forms, whether used for placements within New York City or anywhere in the
United States, required real estate brokers to affirm that each prospective SOTA property has a
current Certificate of Occupancy from the New York City Department of Buildings (DOB). Of
course, DOB does not issue such certificates for properties outside the five boroughs. DOI also
found that although HRA required real estate brokers to affirm to rental units’ safety and
habitability, no such requirement existed for landlords, despite the fact that landlords are better
positioned to have accurate knowledge about safety and habitability and have the ongoing
responsibility to maintain the property over the course of the year-long lease funded by the SOTA
program. These language defects in the SOTA rental packet forms ultimately prevented HRA from
holding landlords and real estate brokers accountable for placing homeless DHS clients in unsafe
and inappropriate housing.
DOI also found that Housing Specialists did not physically inspect SOTA properties
located outside of the greater New York City area for safety and habitability, although SOTAeligible properties may be anywhere in the United States. Moreover, even within the greater New
York City area, Housing Specialists employed by DHS to conduct SOTA property inspections
were not properly trained to detect residential health and safety hazards, nor were they properly
supervised. The lack of proper training and oversight of Housing Specialists left the SOTA
program vulnerable to exploitation and corruption by unscrupulous landlords and brokers, who
ultimately profited from HRA’s placement of numerous SOTA clients in unsuitable housing.
Housing for the neediest New Yorkers is a pressing issue. While the SOTA program was
designed to provide an additional path for DHS clients to secure housing, flaws in certain aspects
3

of its implementation significantly undermined those goals. This Report discusses the
vulnerabilities in HRA’s SOTA program as they relate to placements outside of New York City,
and sets forth DOI’s recommendations to HRA to mitigate these problems as well as HRA’s
response to DOI’s recommendations.3 HRA cooperated with DOI’s investigation, began to
implement reforms during the course of DOI’s investigation, and has accepted all of DOI’s
recommendations. DOI will continue to monitor HRA’s implementation of these
recommendations and reforms.
I. BACKGROUND ON THE SOTA PROGRAM
The SOTA program, which is funded exclusively by New York City money, provides one
year’s rent upfront for eligible DHS clients to move within New York City, certain New York
State counties, or any state in the United States, Puerto Rico, or Washington, DC. HRA
implemented SOTA on August 31, 2017, and began determining DHS client eligibility for the
program at that time. Between September 2017 and September 2019, DHS placed 5,074 DHS
client heads of household4 into permanent housing through the SOTA program. Of these
placements, approximately 35% were made in New York City and approximately 65% outside
New York City.5
DHS clients must meet the following criteria to be eligible for SOTA:


Families with children: The household must have been in shelter for at least 90 days.

3

This report does not address the operation of the SOTA program within the five boroughs of New York City, nor
the effectiveness of the SOTA program as a whole as a means of reducing housing insecurity. Those issues, while
important, are beyond the scope of this report.
4
A DHS “head of household” may be a single adult or a family.
5
Within the set of placements made outside New York City, approximately 13% were within New York state, with
the remaining non-NYC placements going to other states.
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Single adults and adult families: The household must have been in shelter for 90 days out
of the last 365 days.



The household must be working and/or have enough income to make future rent payments,
calculated based on rent not exceeding 50% of household income. “Income” includes
earnings from employment, Supplemental Security Income, and Social Security Disability.



If the household is moving into a unit in New York City, the household must not be eligible
for any other federal, State or City rental subsidy.
Case Managers and Housing Specialists employed by DHS or through contracted non-

profit providers play a key role in administering the SOTA program. Generally, Case Managers
handle the social services aspect of DHS client households, including linking DHS clients to public
assistance and other specialized services as needed, while Housing Specialists handle the
placement of DHS clients into permanent housing, although some Case Managers also handle
permanent housing placements. In the context of the SOTA program, Housing Specialists and Case
Managers are responsible for identifying DHS clients they encounter who may be SOTA-eligible
based on the aforementioned criteria. In addition, DHS clients themselves may reach out to their
Case Manager or Housing Specialist if they believe they may be SOTA-eligible. Although
Housing Specialists and Case Managers help clients locate prospective housing, DHS clients may
also identify prospective housing on their own (and they are encouraged to do so). Additionally,
real estate brokers and landlords may contact DHS directly about their available properties by
reaching out to Housing Specialists staffed at individual shelters or to the DHS Rehousing Unit,
or through an online form via the DHS website.
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The DHS Landlord Ombudsman Services Unit (LOSU) is tasked with gathering relevant
SOTA program documents. LOSU uses the “Special One Time Assistance (SOTA) Application
Transmittal” form to track these documents (Attachment 1), which includes the following:


HRA Broker form (Attachment 2);



The Landlord Request Letter (Attachment 3);



SOTA Apartment Walk-through (Attachment 4a-4b);



SOTA Landlord Agreement (Attachment 5a-5c).
Upon identifying possible permanent housing, Housing Specialists are responsible for

conducting property walkthroughs of prospective units with DHS clients. Thereafter, the DHS
client and landlord enter into a lease agreement if the prospective unit is agreeable to the DHS
client. Housing Specialists only conduct property walkthroughs for properties located in New York
City or in the New York metropolitan area, which includes the New York counties of Nassau,
Rockland, Suffolk, and Westchester; and the New Jersey counties of Bergen, Essex, Hudson,
Middlesex, Passaic and Union.
Upon the signing of a SOTA lease, HRA pays a lump sum representing the full year’s rent
directly to the landlord, along with any applicable broker’s fee representing 15% of each annual
lease to the broker. On average, an annual SOTA lease costs HRA approximately $17,000, and an
additional $2,550 with any applicable broker’s fee. SOTA landlords agree to notify HRA within
30 days if clients leave the apartment before the lease’s end, and return any funds in excess of the
rent due for the clients’ actual residency. If funds are not returned, the City has the right to pursue
legal means of recoupment.
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II. FINDINGS
In February 2019, DOI initiated an investigation of Sean Young, a landlord who owned
numerous apartments in New Jersey that were leased to DHS clients within the SOTA program.
DOI found that each of Young’s apartments that had been leased to SOTA clients were in various
states of disrepair and some were uninhabitable. The issues with Young’s apartments are
illustrative of the risks created by flaws in the design and implementation of the SOTA program
for placements outside of New York City.6
Below is a summary of relevant City of Newark Department of Engineering Code
Enforcement inspection reports for certain Young properties that were the subject of DOI’s
investigation. The inspections occurred within the year DHS clients were placed in the properties
through the SOTA program.


Property 1 was determined to have no heat. Inspectors determined the temperature inside
the apartment was approximately 42.6° Fahrenheit, which was below the minimum
standard of 68° Fahrenheit required by local regulations. An inspection subsequently
conducted by DOI and City of Newark officials found the property to have a defective
boiler. (Attachment 6a-6b).



Property 2 was determined to have a family living in an illegal attic apartment with no heat.
Property 2 was also found to have insect and vermin infestation documented by City of
Newark inspectors. In a subsequent inspection by DOI and City of Newark officials,
inspectors observed a family with young children use a stove and open oven as a heating
source. A Property 2 tenant, and former DHS client, informed DOI that the Housing

Young has not received any City money since DOI began its investigation; in addition, DSS’ Office of Claims and
Collections has initiated recoupment proceedings against Young for some of the SOTA payments he received.
6
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Specialist assigned to her case did not conduct a walkthrough of Property 2 but rather
remained in his car while the client viewed the apartment. (Attachments 7a-7d).


Property 3 was determined to have no heat and multiple malfunctioning electrical outlets.
(Attachment 8).
Young also had properties in East Orange, New Jersey that were leased to DHS clients

through the SOTA program.7 City officials from the East Orange Property Maintenance Office
found one of Young’s properties (Property 4) had 52 open violations in 2018, including having
never obtained a Certificate of Habitability.8 Despite these deficiencies, DHS approved Property
4 for SOTA placement and a Housing Specialist documented that the property had passed each
requirement in the SOTA Apartment Walk-Through checklist. When East Orange Property
Maintenance officials vacated Property 4’s tenants, the tenants were moved to another Young
multi-family property (Property 5), which also lacked a Certificate of Habitability. Despite this, a
Housing Specialist had also documented Property 5 as passing each requirement in the SOTA
Apartment Walk-Through checklist for a different DHS client household who moved in at or
around the same time as Property 4’s previous tenants.
In the course of investigating Young, DOI determined that programmatic flaws in the
design and implementations of SOTA for residences outside New York City (i) left the program
vulnerable to unscrupulous landlords and brokers, (ii) increased the risk that housing-insecure

7

Young has since been fined $21,000 and ordered to pay $5,000 restitution to a former SOTA tenant of his East
Orange properties in a New Jersey civil court action.
8
Certificates of Habitability under New Jersey law are the general equivalent of Certificates of Occupancy in New
York City. Certificates of Habitability in New Jersey are required to be updated each time residency changes, whereas
in New York Certificates of Occupancy are only updated after structural changes occur.
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families would be placed in unsafe or unsuitable housing at City expense, and (iii) created
corruption vulnerabilities due to the deficiencies in training and oversight of Housing Specialists.
Many of these issues stem from or are worsened by an overarching problem: the language
in various key SOTA forms and certifications were specific to New York City regulations, even
though many SOTA placements were made to certain counties in New Jersey during the relevant
time of DOI’s inquiry, and SOTA placements can occur anywhere in the United States.
Consequently, the language of certain safeguards and precautions written into SOTA
documentation, such as statements of habitability and safety checklists, were inapplicable to SOTA
properties outside of New York City.
In addition, DOI also found the following:
1. HRA did not have processes in place to hold landlords accountable for misrepresenting the
condition and habitability of their properties.
2. HRA relied on landlords to self-report instances when SOTA tenants vacated their homes
prior to the end of the SOTA period, which would entitle HRA to recoup prorated amounts
of the upfront SOTA payments (Attachment 5). However, DOI found that in the instances
examined, the landlords rarely, if ever, self-reported SOTA tenants’ departures to HRA,
and therefore HRA was unable to recover any prorated SOTA payments to which it was
entitled.
3. SOTA landlord and broker affirmations contained language specific to New York City
regulations and were inapplicable to properties in other jurisdictions, effectively
eliminating the ability to criminally prosecute intentional misrepresentations by landlords
or brokers of properties outside of New York City (See Attachment 2).
9

4. DHS-employed and vendor-employed Housing Specialists did not possess the requisite
training and experience to conduct adequate safety checks of properties prior to SOTA
placements. Nor was there adequate oversight to ensure that safety checks are done at all
(See Attachment 4).
5. Even where Housing Specialists were diligent and knowledgeable, SOTA walkthrough
checklists contained language specific to New York City regulations and were inapplicable
to properties in other jurisdictions, diminishing the usefulness of walkthrough checklists to
identify safety or habitability concerns in properties outside of New York City (See
Attachment 4).
6. DHS is unable to conduct SOTA walkthroughs of any kind for units located outside of New
York City or its metropolitan area (Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, Rockland Counties in
New York state, and Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, Passaic, Union Counties in New
Jersey). As a result, DHS must rely on habitability and safety representations made by outof-jurisdiction landlords and real estate brokers. Misrepresentations made by those
landlords and brokers were effectively insulated from criminal prosecution because of
SOTA application language specific to New York City.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM
DOI’s investigation of Young began with a referral from HRA about possible wrongdoing,
HRA cooperated in the subsequent investigation, and HRA has made significant reforms to the
SOTA program since DOI began its examination of the placement processes that had been in place.
Nonetheless, in light of its findings about the significant vulnerabilities in the SOTA program for
placements outside of New York City, DOI made the following Policy and Procedure
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Recommendations to HRA for reform to address these issues. These recommendations are set forth
below, along with a summary of the basis for the recommendation and HRA’s response regarding
acceptance and implementation of each recommendation.
1. HRA should have both landlords and brokers affirm the habitability of SOTA
properties, including affirming to specific criteria such as a valid occupancy
certification from the relevant jurisdiction, and ensuring that the properties are free
from serious health and safety violations as defined by the relevant jurisdiction.
Summary of Basis: HRA required only the broker to certify the habitability of prospective
SOTA properties. No such certification or affirmation by Young was found in any of the
cases assigned to his properties in New Jersey. Although Young admitted to allowing
infestation and sewage on the premises, and exposing residents to a condition that would
create disease, flaws in the documentation meant that New York prosecutors were unable
to bring criminal charges against Young for misrepresenting the conditions of his
properties in exchange for SOTA funding.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. Currently, the broker’s form asks
brokers to verify that the property has a current Certificate of Occupancy in effect issued
by the New York City Department of Buildings, if applicable. The broker must also verify
that there are no dangerous or hazardous violations present on the premises. The form has
been revised to explicitly include compliance with standards outside of New York City.
HRA has also amended the SOTA Landlord Agreement to include language that indicates
the landlord is required to substantially comply with all applicable building and housing
code standards in the local jurisdiction and ensure the unit is habitable during the client’s
tenancy.

2. HRA should modify the language in SOTA landlord and broker agreements to be
sufficiently broad to cover all jurisdictions, not just New York City.
Summary of Basis: Young’s New Jersey property assignments were based on broker
agreements stating the following: “The broker has verified that the actual rental unit has a
current Certificate of Occupancy in effect issued by the NYC DOB.” New York
prosecutors were unable to bring criminal charges against Young’s broker for
misrepresenting the conditions of Young’s properties because the defective language
rendered the broker affirmation inapplicable to New Jersey properties.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. As indicated above, HRA has
amended the landlord and broker agreements to make clear that habitability requirements
cover apartments both within and outside of New York City. Additionally, a SOTA-specific
Security Voucher was created in June of 2019. The SOTA Security Voucher no longer
references New York laws and rules.
11

3. HRA should require all prospective SOTA program landlords to submit 1) copies of
valid occupancy certifications from their relevant jurisdictions; and 2) property
deeds.
Summary of Basis: The Landlord Ombudsman Services Unit handling SOTA does not
require any occupancy certifications and may permit a utility bill in lieu of a deed as proof
of ownership. DOI found that some of Young’s apartments did not have valid Certificates
of Habitability from the relevant New Jersey county at the time DHS clients were placed
in those units. Finally, deeds are public records and are generally easier for HRA to verify
or audit than utility records.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED IN PRINCIPLE AND PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED.
Since July 2018, HRA has required property deeds for all SOTA cases, and no longer
accepts a utility bill in lieu of a deed for proof of ownership. In addition, HRA has amended
the SOTA Landlord Agreement to include an attestation from the landlord that either: (1)
there is a certificate of occupancy or habitability or other equivalent document and that
the rental unit’s use and/or type of occupancy is in compliance with such document; or (2)
no such documentation is required by the jurisdiction in which the unit is located, but the
unit’s use and/or type of occupancy is in compliance with the local jurisdiction’s standards.
We would not be able to verify the legitimacy of certificates of occupancy and equivalent
documents provided to us from most other jurisdictions, and we understand that it may
also be very difficult in some jurisdictions to obtain copies of such documents. Therefore,
we think it makes more sense to rely on a landlord attestation.

4. HRA should devise a method to ensure prospective SOTA properties are not in
foreclosure at the time of DHS client placements, which may include requiring
landlords to affirm that their properties are not presently in foreclosure proceedings.
Summary of Basis: The SOTA program placed a DHS client in a Bronx property that was
in foreclosure, which diminishes the usability of the property as long-term housing.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED IN PRINCIPLE AND PARTIALY IMPLEMENTED. As
indicated above, HRA has amended the Landlord Agreement. These changes include
requiring landlords to attest as to whether they are aware of an imminent transfer in
ownership of the property. The current Landlord Agreement also requires the landlord to
notify HRA within five business days if any legal proceeding affecting the program
participant’s tenancy commences. A foreclosure action falls within such legal proceedings.
Please note that timelines for foreclosure vary significantly by state, and therefore
foreclosure may be a poor proxy for ownership transfer. As per the response below, HRA
is primarily concerned with near-term transfer of ownership, irrespective of cause.
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5. HRA should devise a method to assess the risk that the prospective SOTA properties
will be sold during the period of the SOTA tenant’s lease.
Summary of Basis: The SOTA program placed a DHS client in a New York City property
that was listed for sale, which diminishes the usability of the property as long-term housing.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. The current Landlord Agreement
contains language that requires the landlord to notify HRA prior to the closing of the sale
of the property or the unit where the SOTA clients resides. As stated above, HRA has
revised the Landlord Agreement to require landlords to attest as to whether they are aware
of an imminent transfer of ownership of the property. HRA has also created a “risk of sale”
indicator that will trigger further review of certain SOTA applications. The indicator will
take into consideration public records (i.e. recent sales and active foreclosures), real estate
listings, and other relevant information.

6. HRA should develop a new process for SOTA property inspections and assessments
that incorporates property safety checks and real estate punch list items, and is
conducted by appropriately trained staff. This new process should also include
measures to ensure comparable inspections for properties located outside of New
York City and its immediate surrounding counties.
Summary of Basis: SOTA unit walkthroughs include accommodation checks (e.g. do
refrigerators have interior shelves) and safety checks (e.g. presence of lead and mold)
conducted solely by Housing Specialists with no formal training in building hazard
identification. Properties located outside of the greater New York City area currently
receive no physical inspection at all, although SOTA properties may be anywhere in the
United States, including Puerto Rico.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. In October 2018, HRA overhauled
its apartment review process for rental assistance programs and for SOTA moves (1) within
New York City; (2) in the New York State counties of Nassau, Rockland, Suffolk, and
Westchester; and (3) in the New Jersey counties of Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex,
Passaic and Union. These changes were made in consultation with HPD and included
centralizing preclearance checks for units and updating the apartment walk-through
process. For apartments within New York City, staff conducts a preclearance review,
consulting DOB and HPD databases (as well as those of other agencies) for building
and/or apartment violations. For apartments within New York City and neighboring
counties, trained DHS and provider staff are required to conduct a walkthrough using our
comprehensive Apartment Review Checklist (ARC) tool.
Our process for apartments outside of New York City and neighboring counties includes
location confirmation based on online records, and review of pictures of the specific unit
and structure. In addition, we rely on signed attestations regarding habitability from both
the broker and landlord, which if false could subject the landlord or broker to criminal
penalties. We also conduct the “risk of sale” verification check as described above.
13

The ARC tool and process ensures consistency across walk-throughs and programs,
including the CityFHEPS, State FHEPS, and SOTA programs. To that end, we have
provided the staff conducting these reviews (which includes housing specialists and
caseworkers) with guidance documents fully explaining the range of items covered by the
ARC. We have also conducted initial and follow-up trainings and we continue to offer
trainings to all specialists and caseworkers on an ongoing basis. We have established a
hotline for staff to contact the DHS Clearance and Apartment Review Unit with any
technical questions and have provided a process for escalations that trigger additional
review for more technical issues that may come up in the walkthrough.

7. HRA should devise a method to confirm SOTA property inspections and assessments
have actually been conducted prior to SOTA placements.
Summary of Basis: In some instances, Housing Specialists responsible for SOTA unit
walkthroughs have not actually conducted the walkthroughs and instead submitted falsely
completed checklists.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. HRA created a Rental Assistance
Integrity unit (RAI) that conducts quality assurance (secondary) walk-throughs for SOTA
apartments within New York City. RAI is also performing quality assurance reviews of
SOTA packets (within New York City and beyond), specifically ensuring that the necessary
documentation on the walk-throughs (i.e. walk-through form and pictures) are present in
the packets.
8. HRA should distinguish between “cellar” and “basement” units in its conditions
checklist for New York City properties, and devise equivalent language for properties
outside of New York City.
Summary of Basis: Under New York City regulations, “cellar” and “basement” have
distinct definitions that are not captured in Housing Specialists’ checklists. In addition,
those specific definitions may not capture the legality or relative habitability of similar
properties outside New York City.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. The ARC, which is used for
properties within NYC and immediate surrounding counties, contains a section for
“Basement, Cellar, or Attic Escalation.” The staff person conducts a walkthrough, a
physical assessment of the habitability of the unit, using ARC. The assessment reviews the
suitability of the unit. If staff conducting the walkthrough believes the apartment may be a
“cellar,” “basement” or “attic,” the apartment is flagged for secondary review and
cannot pass review until a second walkthrough is conducted by a DHS staff person with
professional expertise in inspections. This DHS staff person assesses the suitability of the
unit according to definitions of “basement,” “cellar” and “attic” under New York City
laws and regulations.
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9. HRA should modify its SOTA payment arrangement to landlords from one year’s
rent upfront to installments throughout the year.
Summary of Basis: Landlords are less likely to remedy property defects if SOTA payments
are made upfront. Instead, HRA may have greater likelihood of attaining compliance if it
withholds installment payments until defects are cured. In circumstances where SOTA
tenants leave their properties before their leases end, HRA could cancel remaining SOTA
installment payments to the landlord instead of attempting to recoup the prorated payments
through legal means, which is often unsuccessful.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND WORKING TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION.
HRA is developing a pilot to stagger SOTA payments to landlords using a form of escrow.

10. HRA should develop a method to notify the agency should a SOTA tenant vacate a
SOTA property early without relying on the SOTA landlord to self-report the
departure.
Summary of Basis: In some SOTA placements examined, DOI found that landlords failed
to notify HRA of SOTA tenant departures as required, and instead kept the full upfront
SOTA payment.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. The Agency currently has a match
in place to determine if a SOTA recipient returns to DHS shelters or accesses New York
City social service benefits using a different address during the 12-month SOTA period.
The match also looks to see if the client has filed a change of address with the US Postal
Service. Where a change of address is indicated within the SOTA 12-month period, the
Agency pursues recoupment from the landlord.

11. HRA should collaborate with the Department of Buildings (DOB) and/or the
Department of Housing Preservation & Development (HPD) in its SOTA program
design and administration.
Summary of Basis: DOB and HPD are experts in New York City property rules and
regulations, and their expertise should be leveraged by HRA when designing programs to
place DHS clients into permanent housing.
HRA Response: ACCEPTED AND IMPLEMENTED. As noted above, HRA overhauled
its apartment review process in October 2018. These changes were made in consultation
with HPD. As part of that process, all units that clients may seek to move into through our
rental assistance programs must pass our required reviews. Going forward, should the
Agency need further guidance on assessing apartment or building habitability, DOB and
HPD will be consulted as appropriate.
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